A n independent jury of highly qualified industry
experts from within Asia and around the world ex-
amine each submission within pre-established criteria
and on the basis of quality and execution. To ensure
fairness, judging is conducted anonymously within a
numbered homework. To be eligible, entries must have
been commercially produced within the 12 month pe-
period preceding the entry deadline.
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IN SHOW
SPECIAL AWARD
US$2000.00

FLEXOGRAPHY

NARROW WEB, MID WEB, WIDE WEB, BEVERAGE CARTON AND CUPS AND PRE-PRINT FOR CORRUGATED ENTRIES

MUST BE submitted with a minimum of five (5) full cylinder print repeats, at full printed web width and wound onto a 75mm (3”) cardboard core. Note that Narrow Web, Mid Web and Wide Web entries MUST NOT be printed on pressure sensitive web substrates.

1. Narrow Web Flexibles
   (Web widths up to 500 mm)
   A: Paper
   B: Film

2. Mid Web Flexibles
   (Web widths 501 to 914 mm)
   A: Paper
   B: Film

3. Wide Web Flexibles
   (Web widths 915 mm or more)
   A: Paper
   B: Film

4. Beverage Carton & Cups

5. Post Print for Corrugated

6. Pre-Print for Corrugated

ROTOGRAVURE

ALL GRAVURE ENTRIES

MUST be submitted with a minimum of five (5) full cylinder print repeats at the full printed web width and wound onto a 75mm (3”) cardboard core. All other substrates to be packed to avoid creasing
and damage.

1. Paper and Metallised Paper
   – surface print
2. Metallised Films & Aluminium Foil
   – surface print
3. Films
   A: Surface Print
   B: Reverse Print
4. Specialty
   – any substrate
   – any type that does not fit the above categories such as decorative wall or floor coverings, vinyl’s etc.

NEW CATEGORY

Mockup/Sample Production

WIN THE BEST
IN SHOW
SPECIAL AWARD
US$2000.00

LABELS

CATEGORIES 1, 2, 4, 5 & 7

MUST BE printed onto a pressure sensitive web substrate and be die-cut. Submit a minimum of five (5) full cylinder print repeats at the full printed web width and wound onto a 75mm (3”) cardboard core.

1. Flexo

2. Letterpress

3. Offset

Sheet-fed Offset printed entries MUST submit at least two (2) full, untrimmed printed sheets and be submitted either inside a protective tube, or flat between two (2) sheets of protective board, for categories 3 and 6.

4. Gravure

5. Combination Printing
   – Any number of printing processes or embellishments.

6. Non Pressure Sensitive Material
   – Any Process

7. Digital

8. Digital Packaging (New Category)
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
A company can enter a maximum of ten (10) jobs per printing category. All entries must be from a commercial print production run. Sheetfed entries must be full sheets untrimmed and supplied in a tube or flat between 2 sheets of cardboard to avoid creasing. All production details must be provided in all sections of the entry form and in English. Otherwise, an entry will not be deemed eligible. Please note that all entries are non-returnable, unless a self-addressed courier pack is supplied with an entry. All entries must be printed within the Asian Region between 21st May 2018 and 20th March 2019.

ENTRY FORM

SECTION A (This will not be shown to judges)

CHECK ONE ONLY  □ FLEXOGRAPHY  □ ROTOGRAVURE  □ LABELS  □ MOCKUP/SAMPLE

ENTRERED BY (Company Name)  COMPANY CONTACT

ADDRESS

TELEPHONE  COUNTRY  POSTAL CODE  EMAIL

TITLE OF ENTRY (Description)  PRINTED BY (Company Name)

PREPRESS HOUSE  CATEGORY ENTERED (See entry categories to left)

NAME  SIGNATURE  By signing here, you agree to accept the rules and conditions of the Asian Packaging Excellence Awards.

SECTION B (Production information to be shown to judges)

TAPE THIS SECTION TO THE BACK OF YOUR ENTRY

CATEGORY ENTERED (Same as above)  ENTRY NUMBER (Administrative use only)

PRINT METHOD

NUMBER OF INK COLOURS  INK MANUFACTURER

QUANTITY PRODUCED (Print run)  BRAND OF PRINTING MACHINE

SUBSTRATE TYPE  WEB WIDTH (mm)

SUBSTRATE THICKNESS (microns)  SUBSTRATE GRAMMAGE (gsm)

OTHER TECHNICAL DETAILS (Attach a separate sheet if necessary)

Asian Print Awards Management Pte Ltd
Level 28, Office 28-31 Clifford Centre,
24 Raffles Place, Singapore 048621

DEADLINE FOR ENTRY:
MARCH 20, 2019
THE 2019 ASIAN PACKAGING EXCELLENCE AWARDS

Establish Yourself as a Leader Among Champions

The 17th annual Asian Packaging Excellence Awards recognises outstanding achievement and contributions within the Asian packaging industry. Packaging represents one of the most dynamic sectors of the print industry, and time and again, examples of superb work from the Asian region reinforce the importance of the region in this industry. The Packaging Excellence Awards ensure that such achievements do not go unrewarded.

The Asian Packaging Excellence Awards is the only regional packaging competition of its kind in Asia. Supported by leading industry suppliers, the Awards allow the packaging community to experience, be inspired by and, most importantly, connect at every level of the very best in Asian packaging.

The Awards are open to any progressive, quality printing company that wishes. There are no fees for entry, so enter now and prove that your team is the best - by winning the Gold, Silver or Bronze award in your category.

An Asian Packaging Excellence Award provides your customers and prospects with the proof that you are as good as you say.

DEADLINE FOR ENTRY
MARCH 20, 2019

Asian Print Awards Management Pte Ltd
Level 28, Office 28-31 Clifford Centre,
24 Raffles Place, Singapore 048621

WINNERS WILL BE INVITED TO BE ON STAGE TO COLLECT THEIR AWARDS AT THE 2019 GALA AWARDS DINNER IN MAY IN NEW DELHI INDIA